
place the young reader

Interactive adventure stories

in the driver’s seat

FLIPS

Your story, you cho�
e



You control
the story!

Packed with humour, these stories for 8 –12 year olds will 
develop proficiency in young readers with their strong narrative 
writing focus. The combination of multiple complications and 
endings together with dynamic, high-impact visuals will engage
and excite all readers.

Teacher Notes available free at:
www.macmillaneducation.com.au/primary

Key features and benefits:

These high-interest adventure stories
motivate and engage by putting the reader
in control of the story...

The comprehensive teacher material aligns to Language, Literature
and Literacy strands and includes worksheets and guided/group activities.

•  the reader is the main character and can therefore
       be of any age, ethnicity or gender

•  stories can be read again and again with different outcomes

•  multiple endings promote discussion – students can predict   
      and discuss possible outcomes

•  ideal for guided reading, literature circles or
       independent reading.



Interactive adventure novels that place
the young reader in the driver’s seat

 

P rofessor Sparks leads you into the 
laboratory. There are benches lined 
with bubbling tubes of different 

colours, but the most interesting thing is a glass 
cabinet in the middle of the room. 

“That’s the incubator,” says Professor Sparks. 
“Just like for baby chickens, except this is  
for…dinosaurs!” 

She opens the lid and moves some straw. 
A large yellow egg is glowing in the 
warm light. 

“What species is it?” you say. 

“Good question,” says Professor Sparks. 
“We’re not sure. All we do know is that it’s 
some kind of small theropod.”

“A Velociraptor?” says Kelvin. 

“Could be,” says Professor Sparks. “But I 
hope it will be something a bit friendlier  
than that.” 

At the other end of the incubator is another 
egg. This one isn’t glowing. “What’s that?”  
you ask. 

“That one never 
hatched – it’s a dud,” 

says the professor sadly. She picks 
up a bottle of fizzy drink and takes a 

sip. She spills some of the drink as she puts it 
back down. “Oh, no! I’m always doing that,” 
she says.

“Why didn’t that egg hatch?” you ask. 

“We’re not sure,” says the professor. 
“Somehow, we did something different 

with the second egg. But we still 
can’t figure out what.”

Do you ask if you can 
keep the dud egg as  
a souvenir?

Do you invite the 
professor to come and 
talk at the school fete? 

•  the reader can easily navigate through the story
      by clicking on options to make decisions

•   coloured vocabulary can be added to a word
      bank and used in a student’s own writing

•  literary texts can be created independently or    
      collaboratively, using the digital writing template

•  sound effects included.

Reading Ages 8.5 – 9.5 years   (80 pages approx.)Set 1

Reading Ages 9.5 –10.5 years   (100 pages approx.)Set 2

Reading Ages 10.5 –11.5 years   (120 pages approx.)Set 3

Interactive eBooks



Title ISBN RRP

SET 1 Reading Ages 8.5–9.5 Dinomania 9781458644039 $13.95

Pooch and the Cat Burglar 9781458644022 $13.95

Saving the Deep-Sea City 9781458644046 $13.95

The Creature from ZX303 9781458644060 $13.95

The Not-So-Greatest Show on Earth 9781458644053 $13.95

The Toastinator 9781458644015 $13.95

SET 1 Pack (one copy of each title) 9781458649577 $82.95

SET 2 Reading Ages 9.5–10.5 Alien Artefact 9781458644077 $13.95

Escape from the Past, Present and Future 9781458644121 $13.95

Store Trek 9781458644107 $13.95

Terry, My Abominable Friend 9781458644091 $13.95

The Hero of the Door 9781458644084 $13.95

Unlucky Scratch 9781458644114 $13.95

SET 2 Pack (one copy of each title) 9781458649584 $82.95

SET 3 Reading Ages 10.5–11.5 Titch 9781458644138 $13.95

Medieval Mayhem 9781458644145 $13.95

Tweeblers versus Ursus 9781458644152 $13.95

Drama at Falling Down High 9781458644169 $13.95

Super-You and the Hair Gel from Outer Space 9781458644176 $13.95

The Dungeons of Castle Crag 9781458644183 $13.95

SET 3 Pack (one copy of each title) 9781458649591 $82.95

Sprints Flips Packs Single Reader Pack (one each x18 titles) 9992101312506 $245.95

DVD (eBooks x18 titles + teacher material) 9781458646934 $483.50

Value Pack (one print copy x18 titles + DVD) 9992101312513 $698.95

Quickly, you call Kelvin’s phone.

“See that man lurking 
outside the museum?” you say. 

“Yes,” says Kelvin. 

“Go and annoy him to create a 
diversion,” you say.

“OK,” says Kelvin, hanging up. 

Kelvin and Annie should be able 
to handle that, you think. 
They’re very good at 
annoying people.

I find just talking to 
you on the phone 

annoying...good work.

OK, first bad 
guy is sorted.
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www.macmillaneducation.com.au/primary
eBooks also available at

   www.macmillaneducation.com.au/primary

Prices are subject to change without notice.

At Macmillan Science and Education (“Macmillan”) we recognise the importance 
of your privacy and understand your concerns about the security of the personal 
information you provide to us. We comply with the Australian Privacy Principles 
(APPs) as contained in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). The APPs detail how personal 
information may be collected, used, disclosed, stored and destroyed, and how an 
individual may gain access to or make complaints about the personal information 
held about them.
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